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The seminal work on mutual funds investing is now a Wiley Investment ClassicCertain books
have redefined the way we view the world of finance and investing―books that should be on
every investor’s shelf. Bogle On Mutual Funds―the definitive work on mutual fund investing by
one of finance’s great luminaries―is just such a work, and has been added to the catalog of
Wiley’s Investment Classic collection. Updated with a new introduction by expert John Bogle,
this comprehensive book provides investors with the wisdom of the pioneer of mutual funds to
help you identify and execute the ideal mutual fund investment choices for your portfolio.The
former Vanguard Chief Executive, Bogle has long been mutual funds' most outspoken critic; in
this classic book, he provides guidance on what you should and shouldn't believe when it comes
to mutual funds, along with the story of persistence and perseverance that led to this seminal
work. You'll learn the differences between common stock, bond, money market, and balanced
funds, and why a passively managed "index" fund is a smarter investment than a fund managed
by someone making weighted bets on individual securities, sectors, and the economy. Bogle
reveals the truth behind the advertising, the mediocre performance, and selfishness, and
highlights the common mistakes many investors make.Consider the risks and rewards of
investing in mutual fundsLearn how to choose between the four basic types of fundsChoose the
lower-cost, more reliable investment structureSee through misleading advertising, and watch out
for pitfallsTake a look into this timeless classic and let Bogle On Mutual Funds show you how to
invest in mutual funds the right way, with the expert perspective of an industry leader.

“No investor can be called “intelligent” who doesn’t understand the principles Bogle articulates in
this book. The investor may still decide to try his hand at outperforming the market, but he
should know what he’s up against.” – Investing.comFrom the Inside FlapJohn Bogle—investment
giant and founder of the Vanguard Group of mutual funds—-offers a hands-on guide for creating
a long-term investment program that can be tailored to any investor’s financial goals. Written in
down-to-earth terms for investors at any level, Bogle on -Mutual Funds: New Perspectives for the
Intelligent Investor explores the rewards of investing, the inherent investment risks, and the
pitfalls to avoid. Drawing on his years of investment wisdom and success, Bogle outlines the
time-tested principles and practicalities of investing through mutual funds.At the heart of Bogle’s
analysis are three “New Perspectives” on key investment issues. When the first edition of Bogle
on Mutual Funds was published in 1993, these topics had not been given much attention in
financial literature. Today, however, these ideas are firmly in the mainstream of investing’s
conventional wisdom. Those three new perspectives—index funds, mutual fund costs, and taxes
and mutual funds—remain critically important topics for mutual fund investors to consider. Bogle
shows the way to intelligently navigate these issues in order to maximize your chances for



investment success.Bogle’s approach to mutual fund investing offers an effective method for
developing a broadly diversified investment program. Step by step, he shows how to develop a
long-term and strategic investing approach that balances the myriad market risks and shows
how to manage the bumps along the volatile road of the marketplace. With Bogle on your side,
you can learn how to spot excessive fees, reduce taxes, steer clear of overblown advertising
claims, and ultimately create a portfolio that will meet your own financial objectives.Bogle on
Mutual Funds gives investors the keys to adopting an effective asset allocation strategy,
selecting appropriate mutual funds, and employing the savvy use of index funds. Fundamental
to the Bogle approach is an understanding of the role of the many costs of investing, including
advisory fees, operating expenses, and sales charges. Return, risk, and cost are the three legs
of Bogle’s eternal triangle of investing.John Bogle has built his acclaimed mutual fund company
on the fundamental principles of candor, fairness, and low cost. Bogle on Mutual Funds: New
Perspectives for the -Intelligent -Investor, his first book, has become a classic. The framework it
presents for creating an -investment portfolio is well grounded in Bogle’s fact-founded wisdom
and guiding -principles, proven over and over again during the near-quarter-century since its first
publication in 1993.From the Back CoverJohn Bogle―investment giant and founder of the
Vanguard Group of mutual funds―-offers a hands-on guide for creating a long-term investment
program that can be tailored to any investor’s financial goals. Written in down-to-earth terms for
investors at any level, Bogle on -Mutual Funds: New Perspectives for the Intelligent Investor
explores the rewards of investing, the inherent investment risks, and the pitfalls to avoid. Drawing
on his years of investment wisdom and success, Bogle outlines the time-tested principles and
practicalities of investing through mutual funds.At the heart of Bogle’s analysis are three “New
Perspectives” on key investment issues. When the first edition of Bogle on Mutual Funds was
published in 1993, these topics had not been given much attention in financial literature. Today,
however, these ideas are firmly in the mainstream of investing’s conventional wisdom. Those
three new perspectives―index funds, mutual fund costs, and taxes and mutual funds―remain
critically important topics for mutual fund investors to consider. Bogle shows the way to
intelligently navigate these issues in order to maximize your chances for investment
success.Bogle’s approach to mutual fund investing offers an effective method for developing a
broadly diversified investment program. Step by step, he shows how to develop a long-term and
strategic investing approach that balances the myriad market risks and shows how to manage
the bumps along the volatile road of the marketplace. With Bogle on your side, you can learn
how to spot excessive fees, reduce taxes, steer clear of overblown advertising claims, and
ultimately create a portfolio that will meet your own financial objectives.Bogle on Mutual Funds
gives investors the keys to adopting an effective asset allocation strategy, selecting appropriate
mutual funds, and employing the savvy use of index funds. Fundamental to the Bogle approach
is an understanding of the role of the many costs of investing, including advisory fees, operating
expenses, and sales charges. Return, risk, and cost are the three legs of Bogle’s eternal triangle
of investing.John Bogle has built his acclaimed mutual fund company on the fundamental



principles of candor, fairness, and low cost. Bogle on Mutual Funds: New Perspectives for the -
Intelligent -Investor, his first book, has become a classic. The framework it presents for creating
an -investment portfolio is well grounded in Bogle’s fact-founded wisdom and guiding -principles,
proven over and over again during the near-quarter-century since its first publication in
1993.About the AuthorJOHN C. BOGLE is founder and former chairman of the Vanguard Group
of mutual funds and President of its Bogle Financial Markets Research Center. After creating
Vanguard in 1974, he served as chairman and chief executive officer until 1996 and senior
chairman until 2000. Bogle is the author of ten books, including Enough.: True Measures of
Money, Business, and Life, The Little Book of Common Sense Investing, and Clash of the
Cultures: Investment vs. Speculation, all published by Wiley.Read more
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Danny Stein, “Wonderful Book. Great book if you are trying to deeply understand different
investment strategies that align with different types of mutual and passive funds.”

Student, “The gold standard. If you don't know Jack Bogle, you need to. Read any of his works
and you will realize what a champion for small investors Mr. Bogle was, and how important he
was to changing the financial industry for the better.”

John C. Pappas, “Great book by John Bogle,of Vanguard fame.. Great book by John Bogle
guidelines about investing in the stock market. This is a redo of an older version, so no
discussion of ETF's.”

Ryan Staton, “Investing 202. Great book for understating the dynamics and past historical
facade of mutual fund investing. Teaches great basics of mutual funds, stocks and bonds but as
the title states mostly mutual funds. Great read if you want help deciding where you want to put
your money, A must buy for anyone looking to grow their money.”

Jerry, “A good read from a master. Well written and thought out. Helpful when thinking of
investing.”

julio's fire, “Be Glad. I'm glad I read this book, it gave me a more reasonable picture about not
only the reports that I need to be comparing between portfolios but also how to think simple
before investing.”

John, “Written in 1992! Great book!. Great book! I didn't realize it was written in 1992 though. I
think the principles are still definitely relevant for today's mutual fund investors. It has changed
the way I pick mutual funds completely.”

Charlie, “A very good book with some detailed analysis up to the 1990s.. A very good book on
investing, with some detailed analysis up to the 1990s.However, this book needs updating with
developments since the 1990s. It has been overtaken, in relevance, by recent publications by
William Bernstein, Andrew Hallam, Thomas Stanley and William Danko, which, in my opinion
are more informative, relevant and readable.Bogle draws upon financial history and it is relevant,
but less so than many of the books written by the above authors. This might be a little unfair on
Bogle who published his tome first but it is noteworthy to the current day reader, to be aware of
subsequent developments in the investing world, particularly in the past five years. For the more
experienced investor it is still a must read, as so many current day authors reference it and,
indeed, Bogle, has promised to update it further.”



Juan Ignacio Gonzalez de Eugenio, “Easy to read and fraught with useful insights. Bogle cuts
through to the heart of the matter. Easy to read and fraught with useful insights. This book is a
must for everyone interested in planning and wisely managing his wealth through mutual funds.
There are too many literature on stocks but actually very few on mutual funds, being that the
most suitable vehicle for the real average investor. It is really hard to beat the professional
investors, but at least we can painstakingly select our professional managers and Bogle helps to
do so.”

Lanthanium, “John Bogle packt aus. John Bogle ist der Gründer der amerikanischen "Vanguard
Group", einer Investmentfonds-Gesellschaft, die sich auf Indexfunds mit so niedrigen Gebühren
spezialisiert hatte, dass wir in Deutschland dreißig Jahre später immer noch auf Fonds mit
ähnlich niedrigen Verwaltungskosten warten (auch ETFs sind um einiges teurer, sofern - wie
meist üblich - bei Kauf und Verkauf Börsenspesen anfallen)."Bogle on Mutual Funds" ist
ziemlich nüchtern geschrieben, enthält aber einige Hintergrundinformationen, die man kennen
sollte, wenn man das Risiko eingehen möchte, in Investmentfonds zu investieren. Wussten Sie
z.B., dass, wenn bei einem Börsencrash in Folge auch die Aktienfonds-Kurse fallen und viele
Anleger deshalb ihre Anteile verkaufen, diejenigen Anleger, die ihre Anteile weiterhin halten, zu
ihrem Unglück mit den fallenden Kursen zusätzlich steuerlich den schwarzen Peter erhalten?
Der Investmentfonds muss zur Auszahlung der flüchtenden Anleger Aktien verkaufen, realisiert
evtl. steuerlich zu berücksichtigende Kursgewinne auf länger gehaltene Aktien, die vorher stark
im Wert gestiegen waren, und muss die Steuern ebenfalls aus dem Fondsvermögen bezahlen,
worauf dieses weiter schrumpft. Am besten dran sind die schnell flüchtenden Anleger, die noch
aus den Bargeldbeständen des Fonds bedient werden können, denn auf diese entfallen
überhaupt keine Steuerzahlungen. Das Halten der Investmentfonds-Anteile durch dick und dünn
bestraft also gerade die Anleger, die nicht der allgemeinen Panik verfallen. Dies ist vielleicht der
Grund, warum der Markt in seiner Gesamtheit "nur" vierzig Prozent gefallen ist, aber Ihr
Investmentfonds sechzig Prozent im Minus ist. Allein derartige technische
Hintergrundinformationen, die Ihnen sonst niemand erzählt, sind meiner bescheidenen Meinung
nach den Preis des ganzen Buches wert.Wenn Ihr Investmentfonds das in ihn investierte Geld in
einem Jahr verdoppelt und im nächsten Jahr den erzielten Gewinn wieder komplett verliert,
kann er - ohne zu lügen - behaupten, dass die durchschnittliche jährliche Performance bei +25
% lag (in einem Jahr +100 Prozent, im nächsten -50 Prozent ergibt nach dem arithmetischen
Mittel berechnet +25 Prozent). Ist das nicht beachtlich für einen Investmentfonds, der keinen
Gewinn erzielt hat, der den Wert ihres Kapitals aber schon beim Kauf der Anteile durch den
Ausgabeaufschlag antastet, dann noch einmal jährlich kräftig Gebühren aus dem
Fondsvermögen abzapft und Ihnen in der Steuerbescheinigung höchstwahrscheinlich auch
noch virtuelle Trading-Gewinne zuweist, die Sie versteuern dürfen, obwohl sie nach all den
Gebühren ärmer sind als zuvor?! Da musste John Bogle aus den USA ein Buch schreiben, um
mir das zu erklären. Danke!In Details ist das Buch trotzdem etwas veraltet und berücksichtigt



noch nicht die Tatsache, dass Aktienfonds heute zusätzlich vielfach auch
Spekulationsgeschäfte mit Optionen machen dürfen, was das allgemeine Risiko von Verlusten
noch erhöht. Erst seit einigen Jahren in Deutschland erlaubt und ebenfalls noch nicht in diesem
Buch berücksichtigt, ist die Tatsache, dass deutsche Investmentfonds auf Kredit ("margin")
spekulieren dürfen. Nur so war es in den guten Zeiten von 2005 bis 2007 für viele Durchschnitts-
Aktienfonds möglich, an der Börse jährlich 15 bis 30 Prozent Gewinn zu erwirtschaften. Der
eingesetzte Hebel hat nur einen Nachteil: in schlechten Zeiten mit fallenden Börsenkursen
schwindet das Kapital des Investmentfonds auch um so schneller.Informieren Sie sich über
Investmentfonds, bevor Sie Ihr Geld in diese riskante und meiner Meinung nach wegen des
Mangels an Kontrolle gefährliche Geldanlagemöglichkeit investieren! Dieses Buch hilft dabei,
sich das fehlendes Wissen anzueignen.”

The book by Russell Wild has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 185 people have provided feedback.
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